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Abstract: TheMAPSprototype of the proposedALICEForwardCalorimeter (FoCal) is the highest
granularity electromagnetic calorimeter, with 39 million pixels of 30 × 30µm2. Particle showers
can be studied with unprecedented detail with this prototype. Electromagnetic showers at energies
between 2GeV and 244GeV have been studied and compared to Geant4 simulations. Simulation
models can be tested inmore detail than ever before and the differences observed between FoCal data
and Geant4 simulations illustrates that improvements in electromagnetic models are still possible.
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1 Introduction
In light of the upgrade program of the ALICE detector [1] a calorimeter at forward rapidities
(FoCal) is being considered. This detector would measure photons, electrons, positrons and jets
for rapidities η > 3 offering a wealth of physics possibilities. Its main focus is on measurements
related to the structure of nucleons and nuclei at very low Bjorken-x and possible effects of gluon
saturation [2]. FoCal consists of an electromagnetic calorimeter, thatwould bemost likely positioned
at a distance from the IP of z ≈ 7 m covering 3.2 < η < 5.3, backed by a hadronic calorimeter.
The electromagnetic calorimeter must be able to discriminate decay photons from direct photons
at very high energy, which, in this region of phase space, requires extremely high granularity. The
design option for the electromagnetic calorimeter currently under study is a silicon-tungsten (SiW)
sandwich construction. It consists of 20 layers of a 3.5 mm tungsten plates (≈ 1X0) interleaved
with active layers with Si sensors. The active layers use two different sensor technologies: low
granularity layers (LGL), which consist of sensors with 1 cm2 pads summed longitudinally in
segments and equipped with analog readout, and high granularity layers (HGL) based on CMOS
monolithic active pixel sensors (MAPS). The MAPS will have a pixel size of about 30 × 30 µm2
with internal binary readout. The HGL are crucial for γ − pi0 discrimination.
As part of the R&D program for FoCal a full MAPS calorimeter prototype has been designed
and constructed to validate the concept of a calorimeter using high-granularity CMOS pixel sen-
sors with digital readout. The prototype has a quadratic cross section of 4 × 4 cm2 and a total
depth of ≈ 10 cm. It consists of 24 layers of 3.3 mm thick tungsten plates and about 1 mm of
sensor+infrastructure material. This highly compact design leads to effective detector parameters
of X0 ≈ 4 mm and RM ≈ 11 mm. The sensor used is the MIMOSA23 chip [3]. The active area of
the MIMOSA23 consists of 640 × 640 pixels of a surface of 30 × 30 µm2 each. Every active layer
uses 2 × 2 chips, providing about 40 million pixels in total. Every chip is read out in a cycle of
640 µs by a so-called rolling shutter. All chips are connected to a cooling system via the tungsten
plates. The prototype setup is complemented with a set of small scintillators for particle triggers.
Figure 1 shows a photo of the FoCal prototype. It, and its performance, is described in detail
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in [4]. Because of its extremely high granulairity the FoCal prototype offers an ideal opportunity
for testing the models for electromagnetic and hadronic shower development that are being used in
MC simulations.
Figure 1. A photo of the FoCal prototype.
2 Calibration
Test beam measurements have been performed at DESY with positron beams (2, 3, 4 and 5.4GeV),
and with mixed beams at the CERN SPS (positron and pi+ at 30, 50, 100GeV, and electron and pi−
at 244GeV). The prototype has in addition been exposed to cosmic muons for an extended period
of time. As can be seen in Fig. 2 a relatively large portion of the detector, 17%, was not of sufficient
quality to be used in the data taking. In order to fully reconstruct recorded events a correction
method for these unused areas is applied. The calibration of the prototype also follows from this
procedure. First the shower centre is determined and then the density of hits is calculated for thin
rings around this centre. This is done separately for each of the 4 sensors in one layer. Then the
response of the 4 sensors are equalised, based on the best sensor in that layer. Unusable areas are
compensated for by assuming a symmetrical hit density in electromagnetic showers. The response
of the different layers is equalised assuming a Gamma function in the longitudinal direction;
N(t) = N0 b (bt)
a−1ebt
Λ(a) (t =
x
X0
) .
The effect of the calibration is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the raw and the calibrated number of hits
is shown. All reconstructed event properties are subsequently based on the calibrated hit density as
a function of radius and layer.
The prototype has been modelled in a MC simulation using GEANT4 [5]. The full geometry is
taken into account, including the detector inefficiencies and noise, which is on the level of 10−5 per
pixel. A simple charge diffusion model [6] is implemented where the charge is allowed to diffuse
uniformly, being reflected on the bottom of the epitaxial layer. Charge is then accumulated by every
pixel. If the charge in a pixel is above a set threshold, a hit is created. Recombination of charges
is modelled by an attenuation length, however the tuning of the model to the data does not seem
sensitive to the attenuation, so the length is set to infinity.
– 2 –
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Figure 2. A hitmap of all 24 of the FoCal prototype layers. One can clearly seen that there are some
inefficient areas.
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Figure 3. The total number of hits as a function of depth, z(X0), before and after the calibration procedure.
3 Electromagnetic Shower Shapes
As mentioned above, all shower observables are reconstructed from the calibrated hit density. For
the longitudinal profiles the hit densities are integrated over the radial rings for each layer to get
the total number of hits in that layer. The longitudinal profiles for the different energies show that,
as expected, the showers penetrate deeper into the material and the position where the maximum
number of hits (shower maximum) occurs also moves deeper into the detector. Figure 4 (left) shows
the longitudinal profile at 5.4GeV and 100GeV in data compared to MC simulations. In the ratio
one can see that in the first few interaction lengths the number of hits in the data is significantly
larger than in the simulation. Figure 4 (right) compares the shower maximum position between data
– 3 –
and MC simulations. The shower maximum is reached earlier in data, but both data and simulation
do not match the theoretical expectation depicted by the dotted line. Because of the high level of
detail available in the prototype, the longitudinal profiles can also be made per radial ring from
the shower centre. These are shown in Fig 5 for 5.4 GeV (left) and 100 GeV (right). One can see
that the maximum hit density moves deeper into the material for larger ring radii. Additionally, for
100 GeV the effect of saturation is visible for the shower core (inner 0.1 mm). The radial profiles
show the average hit density as a function of ring radius per layer. They show that the profiles
broaden with depth, as expected. The densities increase up to the shower maximum and then decay.
Figure 6 shows the hit density for layers 4, 8 and 14 for 100 GeV data and MC simulations. The
ratio clearly shows that the hit density in data in the shower core in the first few layers is larger than
in the simulation. Additionally, the MC profiles are narrower compared to the data.
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Figure 4. (left) The longitudinal hit profile for 5.4GeV and 100GeV compared between data and MC
simulations. (right) The showermaximum position as a function of beam energy for data andMC simulations.
The theoretical expectation is shown as a dotted line.
These differences in data and MC simulations might be caused by an imperfect modelling of
electromagnetic showers at this level of detail, or they might be an effect of the simplicity of the
implemented charge diffusion model. Within GEANT4 several options for electromagnetic physics
are available [7]. For the CALICE digital hadronic calorimeter [8] the EMY physics lists showed
much better performance than the standard physics list. EMY as well as EMZ offer the most precise
calculation of standard and low energy models for precise electron, hadron and ion tracking. For the
FoCal simulations using the EMY and EMZ options results in only very small differences, 3-4%,
with the standard simulation. While they occur in the same areas as the differences between data
and simulation, the magnitude is not sufficient to compensate for the disagreement.
4 Outlook
In the test beam data, because of the small spread in energy, electrons and pions can be very
efficiently selected based on the total number of hits in the detector. However, in a real experiment
– 4 –
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Figure 5. The longitudinal hit density profile for 5.4GeV (left) and 100GeV (right) for different radial
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Figure 6. The radial hit density profile for 100GeV at a depth of layer 4, 8 and 14.
the energy of a particle is not known before it enters the calorimeter. A high energy pion might
create the same number of hits as a low energy electron/positron. Therefor, ways to identify
particles are being explored. One way is to identify the starting depth of the shower. Electrons
and positrons on average start to shower sooner than pions. The start of the shower, the interaction
layer, is found based on the increase in the number of hits in subsequent layers. The interaction for
electrons/positrons occurs mostly before the 5th layer, that of pions is more uniformly distributed.
Another way that is being investigated is to fit the radial hit density in the inner 5 mm of the shower
and compare the fit parameters between electrons and pions. The distribution of the parameters
for electrons is quite peaked, while for pions it is much more spread out. This method showed
– 5 –
some promising results [9]. A more recent study is attempting to model the 3D shower shape in an
energy independent way, which should enable the identification of electromagnetic showers versus
hadronic showers.
5 Conclusion
The FoCal digital electromagnetic prototype is a successful test of the MAPS technology and a
proof of principle of digital pixel calorimetry. It offers unprecedented detailed spatial distributions
of particle showers, and electromagnetic showers have been studied. This data offers a unique
opportunity for testing MC simulation models in detail and the differences observed between FoCal
data and simulations illustrates that improvements in electromagnetic models are still possible.
Effective particle identification methods for FoCal are being investigated.
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